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Description In Stock!!! Sales Event Pricing! Gas/Electric Package. 12V Refer/Water
Heater/Furnace. Radiant Barrier Insulation. Power Tongue Jack. Black Tank
Flush. Much More! 2023 Riverside RV Retro 135Built Today with a 1950s StyleThe
Retro is a compact, lightweight travel trailer with customization options that start
with the size and look of your rv exterior. The retro brand has multiple size
options ranging from micro and mini campers to a full-size 28’ Bunkhouse. Haul
your Retro with a Small SUV, Jeep, Van, or ½ Ton. View our Retro specifications
guide for details on the dry weight, water tank size, axel count and more. Our
Retros aren’t remodels or restorations, they’re brand new RVs intentionally
designed with a vintage look. ELEGANTLY SHAPEDThe exterior of the Retro RV
provides an instant kick of nostalgia as the classic or teardrop RV shape. The
smooth curves remind you of simpler days. The rounded exterior extends a
welcoming feeling with an invitation to time hop during your travels.DESIGNED
FOR FUNCTION (AND FUN)Retro campers are lightweight and easy to haul.
There’s no other way to put it. The Retro RV is vibrant and fun on the inside and
out, which is one reason why it’s been featured in music videos and TV
commercials viewed from across the globe. Choose from 8 power-punching
colors or 3 neutral tones for your retro RV exterior.STEP INSIDE & BACK IN
TIMEThe interior of the Retro stays true to the name with the classic, black and
white checkerboard flooring reminiscent of the 1950’s diner style. Dinette
cushions pop in aqua, red, or seafoam green, but are also available in grey for a
more neutral look. Bright birch wood covers the interior walls and cabinetry,
securing the vintage style.
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2023 Riverside RV Retro 135 $14,986
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 2940
VIN Number: 59CRD1517PL006758
Condition: New

Item address 138 HIGHWAY 740 BYPASS EAST, 28001, Albemarle, North Carolina, United
States
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